MISSISSIPPI GOVERNOR’S MANSION
The second oldest continuously occupied Governor’s residence in the U.S. is located in downtown Jackson.
Completed in 1841, this Greek Revival structure only cost $50,000 to build. It encompasses a full city block
and was spared by Gen. Sherman’s forces during the Civil War. The mansion has undergone several
renovations over time with gas lighting added during the Civil War days, plumbing updates during 1908-09,
and a major makeover during the early 1970s. Spearheaded by Mississippi’s ﬁrst lady, a “Save the Mansion”
eﬀort gathered private donations to help fund this last restoration. The theme of the 1970s renovation was
“Let’s not destroy what Sherman would not burn”.
Metro, working as the prime contractor, is replacing two air cooled chillers, boilers, and adding an outside
air unit to the residence. The old equipment had been in place since 1991. We are pleased to work on this
part of history listed as a National Historic Landmark.

SAME NAME, NEW LOOK
After 25 years with our trademark skyline, the Metro logo has changed. Our mission, our
message, and methods are the same but it was time for a new look. If you review the history
of some of the giants of industry (Apple, Microsoft and others), most of them have changed
their branding multiple times.
What drives this push for rebranding? A more contemporary style, market growth, and just a fresh face are
among the reasons. Signage, trucks - anything with the Metro name will soon have the new logo.
We are not the same company that began in 1994. Our capabilities are multiplied many-fold. The team went
from two to well over 100 individuals. Markets have gone from local to a multi-state reach. Even with growth
and now a new logo, one thing remains the same. Our core values are not altered. Metro still stands for
Quality, Value and Delivery of services within customer-determined schedules in a safe environment. Proud
of our past and looking with anticipation to the future.

